All forms can be found at www.stpatrick.org. Once on the page, please click “Class of 2019 Information and Forms” banner in the middle of the page.

1. All incoming freshmen need to submit an updated health form with immunization history dated within one year of the start of freshman year. Important points about this form are listed below.

2. All incoming freshmen are required to submit a vision screening dated within one year of the start of freshman year.

3. All incoming freshman wishing to play a sport must submit an IHSA pre-participation form.

4. All incoming freshman are required to submit an original or certified birth certificate that has a seal on it.

Health Form and Immunization Requirements
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1. D.P.T./DtaP: Three (3) or more doses are necessary. The last one must be within the last ten (10) years. At this time, Adacel is given.

   Please note: A new State regulation requires that all incoming freshman must receive a booster for the pertussis (whooping cough) vaccine within one year of entering high school.

2. POLIO: Three (3) doses are required. The last one MUST be received after the fourth birthday.

3. MEASLES: Two (2) doses (or one (1) MMR and one (1) Measles shot) are required. The first one MUST have been received at twelve (12) months of age or older.

4. RUBELLA: One (1) dose (or one (1) MMR) is required. This MUST be received after the first birthday.

5. MUMPS: One (1) dose (or one (1) MMR) is required. This MUST be received after the first birthday.

6. HEPATITIS B: Three (3) doses are needed. The interval between the first and second is at least four weeks, and between the second and third is between at least two (2) to six (6) months.

7. VARICELLA: Two (2) doses are required. If your child had the disease, this can be noted by the doctor’s office on the form.

8. Signatures and complete dates of all immunizations that have been received are required on the first page.

(OVER)
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The **physical exam requirements** section is to be completed and signed by your physician or medical provider. A **signature** is also needed in this section.

- A **physical examination** shall be conducted with **one year prior** to the date of entering ninth grade.
- A **diabetes screening** is required at this time. (A blood test is not needed unless deemed so by the physician.)
- The doctor must **check the boxes and sign** this section of the form regarding sports participation and physical education or your son will not be able to participate in these activities.
- The **Health History** section at the top of the medical form must be completed by the parent/guardian and signed.